Here is my story of gray hair.. hopefully inspiring for other women (or men) challenged by this
reality..

It has been a few years now since I started this confronting challenge of accepting my gray hair.
Looking back it makes me smile, but I also realize how difficult it had been to go through
it...Huge challenge..
It had been all about letting go of the old conditioning and programming we carry within as a
belief system which supports dyeing the hair..
Looking from an outsider conscious perspective we can see the main unconscious, underlying
programs we run around this matter:
- Looking how we think you are expected to look
- Keep a younger looking appearance for some superficial appreciation from others (which will
only inflate our ego=the mind made self )
- Caring/taking in/letting ourselves negatively affected vibrationally by some people's comments
about our growing gray hair.
For the last year or so my hair color has been natural brown at the back, gray at the front-roots
and blond at the front-ends.
Not looking great for sure... Thus, I found the strength to go
through the process of accepting my gray growing hair after a shift had happened in my
consciousness one day, when I said to myself: I don't even know how my natural hair would look
like..and I want to experience that!

As always, the shift needs to happen in the inner world for a reflecting shift in the outer world to
manifest..
In other words, this longing to know myself as I am happened at the inner, profound level first
followed by the vibrational manifestation into the physical world.
When you realize you don't really know yourself and you sincerely wish for it, that's the
beginning of the going back journey, the journey of rediscovery/of remembering who you truly
are..
And I am telling you from my own and most profound experience, that rediscovery or
remembrance of my true inner nature (or at least part of it) has been the biggest achievement I
have ever had in my entire life.
♡♡♡
Look in the mirror, connect with the beauty in your eyes, which are, as you may already know,
the mirror reflecting your soul.. See the deeper layers of the enormous beauty that lays inside of
you and transpire through your eyes and your face expression.....
also see any deep sadness you may have been accumulating in all these years of taking in
conditioning and programming.. cry it out if necessarily, moan it or sigh it out if you can.. let go
and forgive yourself..
All these practice will be part of your journeying back, as, yes, we need to go back, in order to
go forth..
I hope my sharing will help other people, especially women I feel, learn and see the truth the
easy way. I went through it myself, and I may have cleared the path for you as well by sharing
and inspiring you.
I give it out with all my heart.
♡♡♡
(Just a small side note of honesty.. my hair is all natural gray now (at front ) with the exception
of 2 cm ends still blond , but the sun has done a trick in the photo and made it shine blondish.
More than happy to chat with you in private if you resonate so.)
With much love to you all,
Diana M.
www.lifelight.co.nz

